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CEE Faculty Ranked as Excellent by Students

Bassem Andrawes  CEE562- Highway Bridge Design (Spring 2020)
Roland Cusick  CEE595- Seminar (Spring 2020)
Tyler Dick  CEE411- Railroad Project Design & Construction (Spring 2020)*
Armando Duarte  CEE470- Structural Analysis (Fall 2019); CEE571- Computational Plates & Shells (*Spring 2020)
Riley Edwards  CEE409- Railroad Track Engineering (Fall 2019)
Ahmed Elbanna  CEE460- Steel Structures I (Fall 2019)
Nora El-Gohary  CEE422- Construction Cost Analysis (Fall 2019)
Khaled El-Rayes  CEE421- Construction Planning (Fall 2019); CEE526- Construction Optimization (Spring 2020)
Larry Fahnestock  CEE465- Design of Structural Systems (Fall 2019)
Mani Golparvar Fard  CEE598- Special Topics (*Spring 2020)
Jeremy Guest  CEE437- Water Quality Engineering and CEE493- Sustainable Design Eng Tech (Fall 2019*); CEE595- Seminar (Spring 2020)
German Gurfinkel  CEE461- Reinforced Concrete I (Fall 2019); CEE469- Wood Structures (Summer 2020)
EJ Ignacio  CEE320- Construction Engineering (Fall 2019, Spring 2020); CEE498- Special Topics (Spring 2020)
Sotiria Koloutsou-Vakakis  CEE445- Air Quality Modeling (Fall 2019)
Megan Konar  CEE350- Water Resources Engineering (Fall 2019)
Praveen Kumar  CEE450- Surface Hydrology (Fall 2019)
David Lange  CEE401- Concrete Materials (Fall 2019*); CEE507- Repair of Civil Infrastructure (Spring 2020)
Lewis Lehe  CEE498- Special Topics (Spring 2020)
Liang Liu  CEE422- Construction Cost Analysis (Summer 2020)
Franklin Lombardo  CEE460- Steel Structures I (Spring 2020)
Benito Mariñas  CEE449- Environmental Engineering Lab (Spring 2020)
Hadi Meldani  CEE595- Seminar (Spring 2020)
Scott Olson  CEE590- Geotechnical Field Measurement (Fall 2019*); CEE484- Applied Soil Mechanics (Spring 2020)
Yanfeng Ouyang  CEE512- Logistics Systems Analysis (Fall 2019)
John Popovics  CEE300- Behavior of Materials (Fall 2019); CEE504 Infrastructure NDE Methods and CEE595- Seminar (*Spring 2020)
Conrad Ruppert  CEE409- Railroad Track Engineering (Fall 2019)
Art Schmidt  CEE458- Water Resources Field Methods (Fall 2019); CEE598-Special Topics (Summer 2020)
Bill Spencer  CEE472- Structural Dynamics I (Fall 2019); CEE598- Special Topics (Spring 2020)
Tim Stark  CEE524- Construction Law (Fall 2019)
Ashlynn Stillwell  CEE340- Energy and Global Environment (Fall 2019); CEE433- Water Technology and Policy (*Spring 2020)
Al Valocchi  CEE457- Groundwater (Fall 2019); CEE557- Groundwater Modeling (Spring 2020)
Vishal Verma  CEE498- Special Topics (Fall 2019*); CEE545- Aerosol Sampling and Analysis (Spring 2020)
Brent Young  CEE498- Special Topics (Fall 2019)
Shelly Zhang  CEE470- Structural Analysis (Spring 2020, Summer 2020)